Debt Free Work Study Degree where you start working in 12 months
Problems with Conventional Academic Education
"Go to school, get good grades, and get a safe, secure job". This saying is one which we have all become
quite familiar with. The real question today is: does that really work anymore?

The truth is, the world has evolved, is evolving, and will keep evolving, but that saying hasn't. It was sound
advice a hundred years ago, but definitely not in today’s context.
Those who can afford to get this rather high-priced education many a time end up studying a curriculum
that has become near irrelevant in today’s rapidly evolving digital economy.
Those who barely manage to scrape their way through school financially get buried in debt without any
assurance of entering the workforce, let alone being able to pay off the debt racked up throughout their
schooling years.
If any of the points raised above has crossed your mind at some point in time, then this article is tailored
for you. You will be introduced to an innovative learning platform which is adapted to the dynamics of
today's economy, and promises an affordable and practical path to a high pay high growth digital career.

Work-Study Degree for skills talents with higher pay and no debt
Our work-study program aims to equip our graduates with work-ready skills and practical experience so
that modern employers will hire them into high paying in-demand jobs 12 months after they join the
program.

Our learners acquire practical knowledge, apply their skills at the workplace, and get exposed to new
cultures and build international networks in an applied learning journey where learning is work and work is
learning.
On graduation, our learners double or triple their pay compared to their peers from conventional
universities, as they have accumulated 2.5 – 3.5 years of working experience, and are global ready with
good communication skills, having learned and worked in an international environment.

How does it work?

Blended CLaaS to develop digitally skilled talents
Our solution to disrupt traditional classroom oriented training is CLaaS.
CLaaS, which stands for Competency Learning as a Service, is an on-demand digital learning platform
delivering digital skills in blended mode including self-paced eLearning, live streaming lectures, in-person
and online mentoring.

Competency-Based Curriculum
CLaaS is designed around a competency-based curriculum to deliver specific skills and competencies
required by employers and the industry. Our courses are aligned with various skills and academic
frameworks to deliver multi-disciplinary skills and degree credentials required for future jobs.

Work-based Learning with Mentoring
We adopt the 70:20:10 work-based applied learning model, where 70% of learning occurs at the
workplace, 20% comes from coaching and mentoring, and 10% is gained through knowledge delivery in
the classroom.

Our industry practitioner mentors help learners apply their knowledge using real-world projects to deliver
skills mastery at the workplace.

Blended Learning with EASE
CLaaS is supported by our "Learning with EASE" learning architecture. It delivers self-directed E-learning,
facilitates live learning Activities such as flipped classes & tutorials, provides mentoring Support, and
students get Evaluated for recognized credentials.

Coding Bootcamp to get you work and global-ready
Your learning journey starts with a full time 6 months coding bootcamp where you check-in to our global
virtual campus daily on weekdays from 9 am – 6 pm, either from a physical campus near you, or from the
comfort of your home. You will attend live virtual classes and received online mentoring support from
industry practitioners alongside other international students from our various learning campuses. All
sessions, including live streaming lectures, personalized mentoring and peer2peer discussion, will be
conducted in English to develop global ready talents with good communication skills for working in an
international cross culture environment.
The coding bootcamp is intensive, with a mandatory requirement for our learners to clock at least 1000
hours of guided training and mentoring, which is 3 times more than what conventional universities will
deliver during the same period.

Get 30-42 months of Working Experience while Studying
After the 6 months bootcamp, you are now ready to start work, applying what you learn at the workplace.
We will match you with an employer where you will work as a paid apprentice full-time for the next 30-42
months until you graduate. You will gather valuable working experience mainly through on-the-job
training, while you study part-time with occasional virtual campus check-in after work.

Debt Free International Degree

Besides gaining valuable work experience while studying, our learners acquire globally recognized
credentials from multiple organizations, including Pearson UK and numerous international universities.
Our work-study degree programs deliver Pearson Higher National Qualifications at level 4 & 5, which is
equivalent to the first and second years of a university degree. Pearson's BTEC qualifications recognized
in more than 70 countries worldwide with 2.58 million learners. Pearson is a world leading learning
company and UK's largest qualification awarding body.
With the Pearson BTEC HND (Higher National Diploma) award, our graduates will be able to gain direct
entry to pursue a top-up degree in over 100 other Pearson accredited international universities.

Our learner starts earning once they get employed as a paid apprentice after completing the bootcamp.
With satisfactory performance, they will be able to earn more than what they need to pay for the tuition
fee to make it a debt-free degree.

